AL100 / AL100HD
TRUE BLUE OUTSIDE LIFT YOU CAN COUNT ON

A DURABLE POWERHOUSE

EASY CARGO ACCESS

The AL100 & AL100HD are durable lifts with weight capacities of 350 lb and 400 lb
respectively. The AL100HD is the heavy lifter and is the only scooter lift with a 400 lb
weight capacity on the market. Thanks to a durable aluminum platform, thoughtful
engineering, and effortless operation, these lifts endure the tests of both time
and weather. These attributes make these universal scooter lifts the most popular
solution on the market. Its unique automatic hold-down foot secures the scooter. It
requires no scooter modifications.

Our lightweight swing-away has
an innovative design using an
I-beam construction, resulting in
a lighter accessory that provides
you with greater handling and
steering.

We design our lifts with you in mind. Offering more customized platform sizes that
are 15 to 25% lighter than others, which means you save money on fuel.
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Automatic hold-down foot
secures your scooter.

Toggle switch to
raise and lower the
platform with ease.

Harmar's patriotic Stars-NStripes platforms are engineered
for maximum strength.

Rear wheel cradle,
prevents the scooter
from moving around.

I've had my AL100 for years.
It's true BLUE, easy to use, and
stands up against the harshest of
climates.

AL100 PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
LIFTING CAPACITY
ACCOMMODATES
INSTALLED WEIGHT
PLATFORM SIZE
HITCH CLASS
POWERED
WARRANTY
INCLUDED

SECUREMENT

AVAILABLE
OPTION(S)

LIFTING CAPACITY

350 lb

ACCOMMODATES

Scooters

INSTALLED WEIGHT

83 lb
26" x 39" adjustable cradle
extends up to 46"
II or greater
Fully powered
3-year
- AL123 class III hitch adaptor
- AL107 hitch post
- License plate mount
- Automatic hold-down foot
- Rear wheel cradle
-

AL100HD PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Battery pack
License plate riser
Swing-away
Scooter cover

Harmar.com
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PLATFORM SIZE
HITCH CLASS
POWERED
WARRANTY

INCLUDED

SECUREMENT

AVAILABLE
OPTION(S)

400 lb
Scooters
84 lb
26" x 39" adjustable cradle
extends up to 46"
III or greater
Fully powered
3-year
- AL123HD class III heavy duty
hitch adaptor
- AL107 hitch post
- License plate mount
- Automatic hold-down foot
- Rear wheel cradle
-

Battery pack
License plate riser
Swing-away
Scooter cover
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